Several contemporary adaptations of Shakespeare address important, as well as ongoing, sociocultural and political situations in their various societies. While this approach suggests collaboration with Shakespeare rather than contesting of the colonial political and cultural hegemony that the English Bard privileges, it also underlines the influence that Shakespeare has on the writers and cultures with which he has been in contact. From the perspective of collaboration with Shakespeare through Othello , this essay examines Ahmed Yerima's Otaelo , which dramatizes the debilitating and tragic effects of the Osu practice among the Igbo people of southeast Nigeria and emphasizes the play's strong echoes of other plays by Shakespeare, including Hamlet , The Merchant of Venice , and Titus Andronicus . Yerima's play underlines how adaptation makes it possible to view the relationship between an older writer and a young (or new) one in the context of both influence and collaboration.
one, as well as a correspondence between the two writers separated by both temporal and spatial divide. Shakespeare adaptations, as Linda Burnett writes, are "a postcolonial enterprise" and "a patchwork quilt of many perspectives" (7). It is not about how "to rip out and replace old patches with new [ones] or to start the quilt from scratch, but to add to an ongoing work" (Burnett 7) . This essay examines how Yerima uses Othello and other plays by Shakespeare to address his own society. In doing so, the essay draws from the existing scholarship on Shakespeare, including Jan Kott's and Ania Loomba's works. It also emphasizes the significance of wish fulfillment and sexuality, the unconscious and repression, to the central character of the play through the perspective of cultural studies.
Yerima's example must be viewed against the background of Jan Kott's existential humanist analysis of the works of Shakespeare in his influential book, Shakespeare Our Contemporary .
Whereas Marjorie Garber asserts that "every age creates its own Shakespeare" (3), Kott contends that "Shakespeare's universality has never dated" (131) because "Shakespeare does not need to be modernized or brought up to date. History … finds its reflection in [the plays], in every age" (204) . As such, Kott's existentialist approach to the analysis of Shakespeare, or what he calls "contemporization," urges us to also discover how "Shakespeare means", that is, the ways in which his plays are useful to understanding relations among people and the historical conditions that define our own time and place.
Northrop Frye writes that "Shakespeare's plays are existential facts and no understanding of them can incorporate their existence" for in those plays "the past is [often] blended with the present" (51). Similarly to a number of contemporary dramatists who aim to help us rediscover ourselves through their own engagement with the Shakespeare canon, Yerima collaborates with Shakespeare in a way that suggests an adoption of the Kottian existentialist approach in order to use his play, Otaelo , to address a matter of cultural and political concern in Nigeria. As John Drakakis writes, "Shakespeare can never be 'our contemporary' except by the strategy of appropriation" (24). Yerima collaborates with Shakespeare by drawing inspiration first from Othello , as he admits in the "Author's Note" to the play (6), and from sources other than the hypotext that he claims to have adapted. Yerima's approach recalls Diana E. Henderson's "diachronic collaboration" (1) in that he locates O t aelo in its own specific cultural moment, and in that he finds in his own play a sort of "socio-political resonance" (8) with Shakespeare's. In Henderson's opinion, the choice of "collaborating with a dead man," one that is unarguably the "exceptionally absent presence" -that is, Shakespeare -while affirming both human and creative agency along with the political and emotional temperament that propels and sustains it, also underscores "the connections among individuals, allowing artists credit and responsibility, but at the same time refusing to separate them from their social location and the work of others" (8). Collaboration of this kind, Henderson contends, has to do with "specific, personal choices" made by new writers in their handling of the work(s) of an older one which inform the creation of a new work from the previous one through the strategy of substitution that aids the new creators in their "struggle with both history and their own modernity" (23 Shakespeare scholars have argued that we discover ourselves in our own historical moment through our own experience of Shakespeare's plays. Yerima also shows through Otaelo that it is possible to "find a new historical place, a new historical time for Shakespeare" for, indeed, "to be oneself means only to play one's reflection in the eyes of strangers" (Kott 270 By dedicating themselves to serve the gods of the land, these individuals gained respect and certain social privileges, such as the status of a "priest" or "saint." However, these privileges, including immunity from prosecution or torture of any kind, exemption from tax payment and all forms of communal labor, came at a price: having become an Osu, such individuals were automatically ostracized from the rest of the society. An Osu no longer had friends and could only marry other Osu; they lived in isolation, except within their own very small and limited class. In spite of this cost, however, the protection and benefits accorded to the Osu made it an attractive prospect to criminals, and especially perpetrators of those crimes that were regarded as the most heinous, namely, murder and incest. Hence the abuse worked both ways: just as criminals were eager to avail themselves of protection from prosecution, Igbo society at large came to regard Osu as a means of purging criminal elements and remaining peaceful. Over time, the Osu practice began to lose its value because some people began to take advantage of the gains it offered. The motivation to serve the religious needs of the society was replaced by personal gain, hence the Osu practice became dangerous and loathed .
There were many ways of becoming an Osu, such as devotion by choice and the picking of Nzu leaves heaped in front of a shrine in order to avoid molestation or death after committing a grievous crime, among several others. Yerima chooses as the subject for Otaelo the form of "Osu becoming" in which a person can become an Osu by crossing the inner sanctuary of a shrine. He then links it with the social reality of the Osu origin that is already marred by degeneration and abuse, and then uses Shakespeare's Othello as a canvas to paint the violence that the Osu practice represents. In the back story of the play, the central character, Otaelo, becomes an Osu when his mother runs into the shrine of the earth-god, Ala, for protection, after killing her husband in self-defense. First, she has committed murder, which is a crime punishable by death. Secondly, it is forbidden for a pregnant woman to enter the shrine and/or the inner sanctuary of Ala under any circumstance. She is executed for the first crime after giving birth to Otaelo, who also becomes an
Osu on account of his mother's second crime. As it is apparent, while criminals decided to become
Osu in order to escape punishment for their crime in the early stages of the Osu practice, Yerima's adaptation focuses on Otaelo, who is criminalized by society with the tacit support of Ala for an offense that he did not commit. Thus, throughout his entire life, which eventually ends in tragedy,
Otaelo struggles with his identity and is treated worse than a slave. In questioning the rationale behind the continued veneration of the Osu tradition in contemporary time, Yerima takes on the big issues of identity, ostracism, abuse, and vengeance, for Otaelo dramatizes through the tragedy associated with the Osu tradition a "veiled allegory of internal colonialism" (Henderson 48 Lavinia, who is raped by Demetrius and Chiron, Tamora's two sons, after which they sever her tongue from her mouth and cut her hands. Lavinia's brothers are not spared either; they are beheaded for a crime they did not commit, while Titus is also tricked by Aaron into cutting off his left hand with the hope that it will convince the jury to spare his sons' lives (Maslen 916 "sensationalistic violence" that deals with the protagonist's quest for vengeance, which eventually proves more damning than the one which provoked it. As Cahn writes, revenge plays of this kind usually have a plot focusing on a single figure "who pursues a path of revenge that proves not only more destructive than the initial violence that provoked it, but also brings about the revenger's downfall" (5). Besides, Otaelo 's main antagonist, Agbo, is cast in the mould of Aaron in Titus Andronicus . Except for his lover, Tamora, and her sons, Aaron thinks very little of the other characters, most especially Titus's family; he ascribes little importance to them: "But I have done a thousand dreadful things / As willingly as one would kill a fly / And nothing grieves me more heartily indeed / But that I cannot do ten thousand more" (5.1.141-4). Similarly to Aaron's, Agbo's actions are not only deliberate, but he also does not hide this fact. He warns that the game that he plays with the lives of his perceived enemies and loved ones knows no rules and feeds on blood (Yerima, Otaelo 38) . When Otaelo returns to Umuagu as the hero of the battle, is feted by the Igwe, whose life he saved twice ("I grant you life. I grant you a higher role than Otaelo" [Yerima, Otaelo 16]), and granted his wish to marry the Igwe's daughter, Princess Chinyere, whom he has befriended secretly, Agbo is consumed by both jealousy and rage. He feels humiliated by the honor bestowed upon Otaelo: "an Osu is no man … but food for the gods. So I was brought up to know" (Yerima, Otaelo 35). He does not hide his bitterness: "I killed more men than Otaelo. I am the head of the army, if anyone is to be made the Igwe of Abaniekpo, it should have been me" (29).
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In a conversation with another character, Ezeugo, Agbo insists that to accord Otaelo any respect whatsoever is "the enthronement of abomination. The glorification of Osu, the death of agelong tradition"; hence he decides to "save" tradition, "not for my sake, but for the sake of my people"
(29-30). Consequently, he devises a deadly plan to achieve his aim by deceiving his wife and Princess Chinyere's friend, Obiageli, into bringing the princess's jigida (waistline bead), given to her by Otaelo as a sign of his undying love for her (36-37). Agbo collects the jigida from Obiageli, who thinks that he plans to give it to a stringer to produce a replica for her as he promised. Instead, he gives the jigida to Ichiagu, who loves and respects Otaelo in spite of his Osu status, but whom
Otaelo accuses of cowardice and dismisses. Agbo advises Ichiagu to return the jigida to Chinyere, who might in turn help him to beg for Otaelo's forgiveness: "I think if you gave the jigida to her, it would melt and gladden her heart. You will then be able to curry back the favour of our great hero"
(46). As soon as Ichiagu hurries off to carry out the task, Agbo informs Otaelo that he suspects
Chinyere is having an affair with Ichiagu and can prove it with the jigida in Ichiagu's possession.
On hearing this news, Otaelo confronts Ichiagu, finds the jigida on him and kills him in anger. He hurries to question Chinyere, who is unable to produce the jigida on demand but insists that she is not having an affair with Ichiagu. Unconvinced, and feeling both angry and humiliated, Otaelo strangles and kills her with the same jigida that he has earlier retrieved from Ichiagu. But he realizes his error when Obiageli arrives at the scene and tells him that she was the one who took the jigida from Chinyere on Agbo's request. Otaelo, having realized his folly, turns on Agbo and kills him; thereafter he commits suicide without resolving the crisis of his identity. Upon seeing the destruction caused by Otaelo, the Igwe loses his mind, while the land is thrown into confusion, silence, and mourning.
Whereas Western analyses have shown Othello 's plot to be symmetrical in terms of white vs.
black, Christian vs. Islam, and Europe vs. Ottoman Empire (see, for example, , and although the stories in both plays are similar in terms of the issues of discrimination and racism, the thematic concern and the source of conflict in Otaelo are markedly different from
Othello 's. Yerima also diverges from Shakespeare through the cultural specificity of his play, including the social circumstances of his protagonist. According to Loomba, Othello is on the one hand "a fantasy of interracial love and social tolerance, and a nightmare of racial hatred and male violence," and the play allows us to see that "skin colour, religion, and location were often contradictorily yoked together within ideologies of 'race', and all these were animated by notions of sexual and gender difference" (91-93). On the other hand, Loomba contends that racism should never be construed as determined solely by skin color for the relationship among a particular set of people or race can also be determined by segregation, so far as it is sanctioned by cultural norms . This statement applies to Umuagu's socio-cultural and political reality. Although Otaelo and his mother are members of the community, they are at the same time also aliens in that same society. They are both treated as outsiders. Otaelo's search for answers to such a deep-seated revulsion of his society toward him is summarized by Ebuka. According to Ebuka, "A dog is still a dog; and a hyena, a hyena, even though their faces bear a resemblance" (Yerima, Otaelo 33), which means that even though Otaelo breathes the same air and stands on the same ground as others in his community, his types are worthless in that society.
This also means that social reaction toward Othello in Venice and Otaelo in Umuagu constitutes a major part of the stimulus that determines how both characters react to their societies. Although
Othello experiences hatred in Venice, a foreign land, due to the color of his skin, he is still elevated and honored. In turn, he respects Venice to the extent that he brings to it his own sense of civility.
In his first appearance in the play, he does not brandish his sword unlike the others, whom he cautions: "Keep up your bright swords, for the dew will rust them / Good signor, you shall more command with years / Than with your weapon" (1.2.58-60). On the account of the respect that he is accorded, Othello also respects and defends Venice in return. After defeating the Turks, he also shows restraint in victory by cautioning his men about unnecessary celebration: "Let's teach ourselves that honourable stop / Not to outsport discretion" (2.2.3-4), whereas Otaelo, because he is despised and denigrated in Umuagu, has little respect for the community and does not hesitate to react violently toward people based on suspicion. Unlike Othello, he boasts of his prowess in battle: "I did it. I took my life in my hands, and see what I am today … I said yes and my Chi bellowed in agreement" (Yerima, Otaelo 33) . He is also arrogant and becomes power-drunk to the extent that he dismisses his lieutenant and trusted friend, Ichiagu, whom he accuses of cowardice:
"why do you want a coward and a hero to dine on the same plate … I want to excel not to be Chinyere's arrival shortly after Ebuka's exit marks the point of reversal in Otaelo's fortunes; her entrance changes everything, including the course of the story and the fate of the protagonist. At first the lovers renew their love for each other and seal it with an oath. Afterward, Otaelo gives her a set of waistline beads, jigida , the only object that his mother left him as legacy (36-37). Rather than being an object of love, as intended, the jigida is turned into a tool of destruction by Agbo who "invests" it with deadly significance. Ostracism and the revulsion of society against his person, including the uncertainty about his identity, make Otaelo paranoid and on the alert for any prospect of betrayal from Chinyere, who unfortunately is unable to produce the jigida upon his demand.
Otaelo strangles her with the same jigida he retrieved earlier from Ichiagu but also commits suicide after killing Agbo; it is his paranoia that destroys him as well as both his lover and adversary.
Cahn argues that from the first statement that is uttered in Hamlet , "Who's there?" (1.1.1), it is clear that the play deals with identity and the search for "real" personhood, which is the dilemma of every human being, informed by the need to define one's place and role in any given circumstances, irrespective of place and time (60). So far, I have shown that Yerima addresses the same question of identity in Otaelo , where relationship is determined by segregation, and that he and the quest to avenge his father's death both dramatic and tragic, something is much more rotten in Umuagu, which allows us to view Otaelo's anguish with fear and pity. While the two plays treat the issue of identity, it is clear that the cultural context of Otaelo makes its own approach rather different from Shakespeare's.
According to Ikenna Nzimiro, Igbo society is classified based on being and / or from the perspectives of "[f]reeborn ( Nwadiani ), slave ( Ohu ), royal descent, wealth and membership of prestige associations (title societies), and the political elite" (24). In this grouping, the Osu class is not listed, which means that Otaelo is not only subjected to social revulsion; his identity is "constructed in exclusivising idioms" within the structures and practice of his own society (Nzimiro 24) . Any aspiration by the Osu in the context of the play, and Otaelo's in particular, is limited by the crisis of identity that their ostracized condition of existence has imposed on them, for in Umuagu, as Agbo says, the Osu "is no [wo]man … but food for the gods" (Yerima, Otaelo 35) . Although the Igwe attempts to elevate Otaelo, thereby helping him to gradually and systematically resolve this crisis, and while this move is honorable, the social uproar following his move, which is considered a sacrilege by the entire land, is unimaginable. Agbo is among the first set of people to raise alarm, "an osu runs wild in the land, you elders do nothing about it. The soldiers murmur, and the youths are restless. The elders must be careful in this matter" (29). Indeed, the elders are more careful than he thinks and are forthright in their response to the Igwe's redeeming acts. They inform him that the gods of Umuagu are angry with him, most especially because of his plan to have his daughter marry Otaelo, the Osu. At the Council of Elders meeting, where they address the issue, the elders tell the Igwe, "[t]he land rejects your intended action, the people reject your intended action"; an elder, Obiajulu, even suggests, "[l]et us call Otaelo, and tell him … go to your people, pick a girl, and the palace will pay the bride price. Even that gesture is an abomination," and finally they resolve to end what they regard as a charade, " [l] et the osu go to his people" (26). In order to make the Igwe aware that the rejection notice is a finality, the diviner Okaramuo also hands him the verdict of the gods in case the Igwe goes ahead with the planned marriage: of both his own irascible nature and that of his father, that is, the brutality of lust and power that best describes his father's treatment of his wife and Otaelo's mother.
Finally, Otaelo's unconscious fears and excessive acts of repression of the influence that his absent father exerts on his life, which often compel him to exhibit some impulsive (re)action that is bereft of wisdom, and which lead him to suicide, are equally suggested in the Igwe's handling of the delicate matter of honoring him against the open displeasure of his council of elders. It is at this unresolved emotional and identity crisis that we must look, ultimately, in order to appreciate fully how Yerima uses Otaelo to examine the travesty of the Igbo Osu system of segregation, and how he uses Shakespeare's play to seek for "knowledge without illusions" (Kott 285) . Linda Woodbridge reminds us that Shakespearean tragedy provokes questions and takes on big issues by drawing our attention to the consequences of villainy and human malice, which work against the protagonists in the Bard's plays. But the reality of watching or reading such tragic plays, she contends, is that they appeal to us because they tell us the plain truth about death and human misery . Considering also the tragedy that Otaelo dramatizes, especially the tragedy of the type that the Osu practice in Igbo society of Nigeria constitutes, Yerima has used his play to interrogate the continued veneration of the Igbo Osu practice, whose central feature is segregation and discrimination.
This essay examined Yerima's adaptation of and collaboration with Shakespeare through Othello , which he titles Otaelo . In his review of Marjorie Garber's Shakespeare After All , Harold Henkel refers to the timeliness of Shakespeare and the transcendent qualities for which his plays have been praised around the world. He contends that the plays and their characters seem always to be "modern," always to "us." Yerima has drawn from that timeliness of Shakespeare's characters and themes. Although he diverges from Ha m let through the cultural specificity of Otaelo , he nonetheless appears to heed Hamlet's advice to his players about "the purpose of playing, whose end, both at first and now, was and is, to hold, as 'twere, the mirror up to nature" (3.2.20-1), by also holding it up to his society to have a clearer, and dispassionate, look at itself. In the "Author's Note"
to the play Yerima writes that "the Osu caste system is the most painful practice among the Igbo people. For it separates man from man. And the soul from existence. I have from the outside viewed how this practice has torn wonderful friends of mine apart. To date even after this play, the
